
Question, Response, And Response

Tom, 
I assume you know that Doug Thompson 

makes several statements about the Course In 
Miracles Society’s (CIMS) A Course In Miracles Original 
Edition in the newly published A Course In Miracles 
Urtext Manuscripts. He believes you (Tom Whitmore) 
made numerous changes to paragraph breaks, comma 
positioning and word emphasis. He believes these numer-
ous changes are significant and have created and eclectic 
interpretive version 
of the book, with your 
interpretation. He 
uses your name. 

I know there has 
been some discordant 
dealings between you 
and Doug in the past 
so I am reading what 
he says with the pro-
verbial grain of salt. 
I would like to hear 
what you have to 
say about his claims. 
Someone has already 
asked me what I think 
about them, espe-
cially since I have em-
braced the Original 
Edition for my teach-
ing purposes. 

A response? 
Love (Rev.) Tony
June 14, 2009

Dear Rev. Tony, 
Believing that in my defenselessness my safety lies, 

I have refrained from engaging with Doug Thompson’s 
criticisms of the Original Edition to the extent that I 
have been able. However, the subject keeps coming up, 
so I suppose I must reply. 

Doug’s criticisms are difficult to answer specifically 
because they are so general. He never cites chapter and 
verse; rather, he paints with a broad brush. 

I do take issue with him referring to the Course in Miracles Society 
publication of the Original Edition as “Whitmore’s Interpretive Original 
Edition.” In the first place, dozens of people have had a hand in the publica-
tion of the Original Edition and have participated in the editorial decisions 
that are embodied in the book, and to single out one of us is to belittle 
the significant contributions of all the others. The book is published by 
the CIMS and not any one individual. Doug Thompson himself was a 
member of CIMS during the early days and contributed to the decisions 
that resulted in publication of Jesus’ Course in Miracles, a precursor of the 

Original Edition. 
Secondly, the Original Edition is not “interpretive.” It is a faithful 

reproduction of the first manuscript that embodied that which became 
A Course In Miracles. Unlike Jesus’ Course in Miracles, however, which 

is also published by 
Course in Miracles 
Society, the errors of 
spelling, usage, and 
punctuation that are 
found throughout the 
original manuscript 
have been corrected to 
conform to common 
usage, just as would 
have occurred had 
the Hugh Lynn Cayce 
(HLC) manuscript 
been produced in book 
form in 1972. 

C o n t r a r y  t o 
Thompson’s state-
ments, there is no 
“originality” in the 
Original Edition’s 
paragraph breaks, 
punctuation, or em-
phasis. I know of only 

a single instance in which the paragraph breaks mistakenly differ from 
those in the 1972 manuscript. The emphasis, of course, is changed from 
the all caps rendition that appears in the manuscript to italics, but as far 
as we are aware, the emphasized words are the same in both texts. As you 
know, Tony, we are constantly scouring the Hugh Lynn Cayce manuscript 
and the Urtext for instances where either CIMS or scribes have wandered 
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The original 1975 copyright of A Course In Miracles 
is now null and void. The original ACIM is therefore 
in the public domain and can be used freely. Certain 
other small sections included in the book we call 
A Course In Miracles were added to subsequent 
editions and are covered by different copyrights by 
the Foundation for A Course In Miracles in Temecula, 
CA 1992, 1996. For information about what is 
covered and what is not, contact us, Community 
Miracles Center and the copyright holder.
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

The views and opinions expressed in this publication 
are those of the authors.  They do not necessarily 
represent an “official” position of the Community 
Miracles Center.
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from the path of accurate presentation of the original dictation. 
In the case of punctuation, on the other hand, we have not felt compelled 

to followed Helen’s idiosyncratic use of the comma and such fabrications 
as “;-” in place of the em dash. Just as I learned when I held the title of 
editor in chief of a secular publication, when printing a complex publi-
cation, one must adopt a style manual in order to achieve an acceptably 
consistent printed work. CIMS chose the Chicago Manual of Style, which 
is published by the University of Chicago. The Chicago Manual of Style 
(Chicago), in its 15th edition, is without question the authoritative style 
manual in use in the United States at the present time. Its only rival is the 
U.S. Government Printing Office Style Manual (GPO), in its 18th edition, 
which we also have occasionally consulted when we had questions not 
answered in the Chicago Manual. 

Both the Chicago and the GPO style manuals suggest sparing use of 
the comma. The GPO Manual is succinct in regard to use of punctuation: 
“If it does not clarify the text it should be omitted.” This is the principle 
that CIMS sought to employ in the Original Edition. 

Ken Wapnick relates in Absence From Felicity that, when he brought 
up with Helen the question of punctuation, she stated her belief that an 
abundance of commas aided the student in understanding difficult material, 
so they opted to continue Helen’s personal style in the Foundation for Inner 
Peace (FIP) publication of the Course. One egregious example of over-use 
of punctuation in the FIP book is the regular use of commas to separate 
compound predicates, a no-no by all conventions of which I am aware. 
Literally hundreds – perhaps thousands – of these commas are omitted in 
the CIMS publication, and each one is counted by Doug Thompson as 
an inexcusable aberration from the HLC. It should be pointed out, in this 
connection, that by and large the punctuation that appears in the HLC was 
not given to Helen in the dictation that she received. Though we haven’t 
done an extensive review of the Shorthand Notes (Helen Schucman’s original 
notes as she took down the dictation) with punctuation in mind, it does 
seem that much of the punctuation that appears in the HLC manuscript 
was added by Helen and Bill in the editing process and is not regarded as 
given by the Author. 

Thompson notes that there “many thousands” of variations between 
the HLC manuscript and the Original Edition, but with only a handful of 
exceptions, the differences are in formatting (e.g., spelling out numbers 
where called for by style), the addition of paragraph numbering, changing 
emphasized words from all caps to italics, standardizing capitalization, and 
punctuation. There are very few instances where the text was changed at 
all. 

Thompson does not tell us what he is using as the standard against which 
to measure aberration, but if it is the available copy of the typescript of the 
HLC (which appears in PDF on our web site), there are gaps in the Xerox 
reproduction which are evident. In supplying the material missing in those 
gaps, CIMS consulted the Urtext, the “Sparkly” edition of the Course (this 

was an edition published in Australia that contained the 
HLC), and Thompson’s own “errata” that he circulated 
in May 2005, as well as the FIP book. 

In the Original Edition, there are several corrections 
that were made to the HLC manuscript that go beyond 
spelling and punctuation. Generally, these “corrections” 
are the restoration of material that appears to have been 
mistakenly or inadvertently dropped in the preparation 
of the HLC manuscript. In the second printing of the 
Original Edition, these instances are highlighted by 
setting them off in square brackets, but apart from the 
notation to that effect in the Foreword, they are not 
otherwise documented. 

The lack of footnotes in the Original Edition is due 
to the orientation of the publication toward the student 
rather than the scholar. Our goal has been to be user-
friendly to the everyday student of the Course, not to 
the academic, whose needs are much different. The 
touchstone has been to eliminate unnecessary distrac-
tions to the receipt of the message of the Course, such as 
a plethora of footnotes as well as the intrusive sentence 
numbering and multi-part referencing system found in 
some editions. CIMS opted for a simple chapter and 
paragraph referencing system that is intuitive and needs 
no elaborate explanation. Sections are also numbered 
(with Roman numerals) to facilitate referencing an entire 
section of the Text. 

Thompson makes broad unsubstantiated statements 
in his critique of the Original Edition that are simply 
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wrong and demonstrate a lack of discipline in his analysis. He says, for 
example, that “subjunctive verbs are changed to past tense or past condi-
tional tense” without citing a single example. We were able to find a couple 
of these changes in tense. The second sentence of 7:10 is one example of 
correction of an apparent error in tense. In the manuscript, the sentence 
reads in part: 

“To heal, then, is to correct perception in your brother AND yourself 
by sharing the Holy Spirit with him. This placed you BOTH within the 
Kingdom, and restores its wholeness in your minds.”

We change “placed” to “places,” correcting what is a rather obvious 
typographic error, similar to what occurs in the following paragraph, 7:11, 
where we changed “believe” to “believed” in the second sentence, correcting 
an obvious typographic error. 

Another instance of change in tense that comes to mind is in 27:42, 
where the sentence in the HLC manuscript contains the sentence “For if 
it were, there were no need for healing then” is changed to, “For if it were, 
there’d be no need for healing then.” The need for change in tense is obvi-
ous. We chose to use the contraction to preserve the iambic rhythm of the 
sentence. None of these changes alter the meaning of the text an iota, but 
they do remove obstacles to the unimpeded flow of the message. 

Most, if not all, of the editorial changes of this nature that we made were 
also made by Thompson in his later published Corrected HLC. Thompson’s 
chief complaint, in the end, appears not to be that we have made a lot 
of unjustified changes; rather it seems to be that we do not highlight our 
editing by footnoting each instance, as he does in his “corrected” version. 
However, as we note above, our book is not intended as a scholarly work. 
It is intended for the student, not the scholar or critic. 

This entire conversation has the flavor of a medieval debate over the 
quantity of angels that might be accommodated on a pin head, which is to 
say that it ignores what is obviously important by its preoccupation with 
minutia. What is important is that people are picking up the Original 
Edition and entering into meaningful community with the Author. For 
that we are most grateful. 

Tom Whitmore Course in Miracles Society (CIMS)
June 15, 2009 / originally received 
June 30, 2009 / slightly revised for publication

(Through the publisher of the *A Course In Miracles Urtext Manuscripts*, 
Miracles In Action Press, it was arranged to have a response to Tom Whitmore’s 
response to my original question about Doug Thompson’s statements. Doug 
Thompson was primarily responsible for editing the *Urtext Manuscripts* 
which contain all seven books of the canon that some refer to as the *A Course 
In Miracles* material. The *Urtext* itself was not edited. It was Bill Thetford’s 
first draft typing of the channeled material dictated by Helen Schucman 
from her notes. The recently published *Urtext Manuscript* represents the 
best printed expression of this original typing.

The seven book canon mentioned above is, itself, controversial. There is 
not universal agreement about the seven books being *A Course In Miracles*. 
Many people feel that only the first three books are actually *ACIM*: the 
*Text*, the *Workbook For Students*, and the *Manual For Teachers*. 
However many think that the two pamphlets *Psychotherapy*, and *The 
Song Of Prayer* are definitely part of the what we should consider *ACIM* 
material. Many more think *Clarification Of Terms* [called in the *Urtext 
Manuscript*, *Use Of Terms*] is definitely part of the *Course* since it was 
included as part of the *Manual* in the Foundation for Inner Peace book, 
almost from the start. 
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 Conference Bookstore 18,424.98
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 2009 Conference  65,761.00
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 Classes, ACIM  1,289.50
Classes and Events Total  $72,641.15
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 Subscriptions MM  1,270.00 
 Center Rental  3,030.00
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 Rev. Tony Ponticello  11,150.00
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 Payroll Taxes  1,973.91
 Benefits / Insurance  4,596.00
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 Rent Paid  10,550.00
 Utilities  3,150.74
 Credit Trans. Fees  2,225.72
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 Insurance  2,039.00
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 Conference 2009  50,833.30
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Rev. Tony Ponticello
Community Miracles Center Minister / Counselor

A healing ministry based
on the teachings of

A Course In Miracles

(415)621-2556
1 to 1 sessions

$40 – $70 Sliding Scale
Credit Cards Accepted

Long distance phone or
web cam sessions

by prior arrangement.
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CMC
Pledge Drive
At our Supporting 

Member Meeting the 
CMC members decided 
to start a new member-
ship pledge drive. We 
were guided to accept the 
goal of 100 members. 
Currently 97 dedicated 
ACIM students have 
taken the “pledge.” (see 
page 5) For as little as 
$25* per month and for 
as few as 6 months you, 
too, could count yourself 
a part of this active heal-
ing ministry.

We would love to have 
you!

*Individuals over 65 or
receiving SSI can become 
members for just $15 / 

month!
Call : (415) 621-2556

Question & Responses
. . .  continued from page 3

There is probably less agreement whether Helen Schucman’s later poetry 
*Gifts of God* is part of the *A Course In Miracles* source material, but it 
does tend to read quite like the *Course* even though it has the stated author-
ship of Helen Schucman and is not anonymous like the rest of the material. 
Plus, I believe it was written and edited by Helen alone and not dictated and 
typed by Bill Thetford. Someone correct me if I am wrong.

Further complicating this are the copyrights themselves. While the copy-
right of the *Text*, *Workbook* and *Manual* have been declared null and 
void there are, apparently, still defendable copyrights on the other four above 
mentioned parts. No new legal action has been taken by the Foundation for 
*A Course In Miracles*, Ken and Gloria Wapnick’s organization, that owns 
these other, apparently, valid copyrights. The *Urtext Manuscripts* pub-
lished by Miracles In Action Press contains all seven of the above mentioned 
volumes and has determined to publish them without regards to the possible 
copyright violations.

We realize all this is complicated, especially to the newcomer who is just 
starting her or his study of the material. However, to the seasoned student 
and the *A Course In Miracles* scholar these issues are very important. It is 
this authors opinion that there will never be any comprehensive agreement 
about some of these issues and that they will most likely remain problematic 
issues with strong opinions on either side. However, I don’t believe they have 
to tear the *ACIM* community apart. I believe the discussion of these issues 
can bring a greater involvement with the material itself to many students 
and that, in itself, has an obvious benefit.

Rev. Tony Ponticello
July 25, 2009

The following was received by Community Miracles Center 
for publication in the ACIM On-Line Discussion Group

and for possible publication in Miracles Monthly.

“Referring to the Foundation for Inner Peace (FIP) version sets 
a terrible example – it sets the example that standards don’t matter, 
and honesty doesn’t matter, and what Jesus said doesn’t matter. It 
creates tremendous confusion in the minds of new students, and 
it largely invalidates what we are doing to the minds of inquiring 
seekers who are not yet students. 

“You say that the message is the same. While 
I admit that to a large extent the content is the 
same, the underlying message that WE relay when 
we refer to the FIP version (in English) is that 
honesty doesn’t matter, standards don’t matter, 
and what Jesus said doesn’t matter. 
 Bart Bacon, 4/4/09
 Posted on Community Miracles Center’s
 On-Line ACIM Discussion Group.

Bart has expressed my central concern here, and has 
done so with the eloquence he can often muster. This is 
what triggered the whole discussion with Tom. It’s about 
our standards of accuracy, honesty and integrity in the 
presentation of A Course In Miracles to the world. It’s 
about deception, confusion and misinformation which 
has chronically plagued the Course throughout its his-
tory. It’s about credibility. It’s about what our choices 
say about ourselves and A Course in Miracles when we 
are publicly identified as proponents of it and when we 



I am pledging this amount per month: $__________
Minimum is $25/month or $15/month if senior or person 
living on SSI. See “Levels of Membership” below.

I am pledging for: (check one)
   6 months       12 months

Signature: _____________________________________

 Date: ___/___/___

Print Name: _____________________________________

____ I would like to receive monthly pledge

 envelopes with which to mail in my pledge. -or-

____ I authorize the Community Miracles Center

 to take my pledge from my credit card.

 (provide credit card information at right) -or-

____ I live in the San Francisco Bay Area and

 I want envelopes to use for the donation basket. -or-

____ I’ve set up an automatic bill pay from my bank

____/____  Birthday (month/day only)

 We like to send birthday cards!
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__________ Month you want your pledge to start.
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Address: ___________________________________
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Phone 1: ___________________________________

Phone 2: ___________________________________

Email: ___________________________________

If you have email then please give us a password (at least 

5 letters or digits) This is for on-line discussion group 

and on-line Bookstore. _______________________

(If this is a renewal then we do NOT need a new password.)

For credit payment please enter card number

We accept VISA, MasterCard and American Express

expiration date: month/year

The CMC reserves the right to accept or decline 
any Supporting Membership and may rescind a 

Membership at any time.

mail to: 2269 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94114 -or- fax to: (415)255-9322

Levels of Membership
Supporting Member: $25 to $49 per month

Seniors on limited income and people living on SSI may join 
for $15 per month. Complete list of gifts given for the differ-
ent levels will be sent when we process your pledge.

Angels:  $50 to $99 per month
Guardian Angels: $100 to $199 per month
Arch Angels:  $200 plus per month

List Of Member Benefits

1) Membership in our ACIM On-Line Discussion group. 
Members automatically receive a short excerpt of the Workbook 
Lesson of the day via email.

2) Access to our Members Only page which contains full lectures as 
.mp3 files These files can be played on-line through your computer or 
downloaded to play anytime or put on your .mp3 player (iPod).

3) Free subscription to our wonderful publication Miracles 
Monthly.

4) Access to the entire article archive on our web site.

5) 10% discount on our books and products. When Supporting 
Members log into our On-Line Bookstore the prices they see auto-
matically reflect a 10% discount.

6) ACIM-1 Class Price $95 / 10 weeks (instead of $120)

7) Plus, and this is the greatest benefit, knowing that you are help-
ing heal the world in a direct and dynamic way.

Rev. Larry & Rev. Tony – Founders and Ministers of the CMC
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Jesus and *A Course In Miracles* come alive as read by Larry. 

Larry with his theatre skills and clear expression is the perfect 

choice for this work. His elegance as a reader does justice to 

the beauty of the material and his sincerity as a student and 

lover of the material shines forth in every sentence. This is one 

to listen to again and again. Finally, something I can put on 

and listen to while I am driving to remind me that peace is my 

destination, Holy Spirit is doing the driving, and traffic is an 

illusion I can escape from by giving up my attack thoughts. An 

outstanding contribution!Scott Kalechstein, Fairfax, CA – Course In Miracles 

Troubadour – www.scottsongs.com

Recorded by

Rev. Larry Bedini

The first edit of

A Course In Miracles

lost to students for years. 

Hear what Bill Thetford and Helen Schucman believed to be 

the completed Course before it was reedited and changed.

A Course In Miracles

Original Edition

Buy As Installments 1 – 6

Or Buy The Complete Set

39 disks – 46 hours

Chapters 1-31

Audio CD Format

$149.95 (complete set, 46 hours)

      or  $26.95 (for each of 6 installments)

          
  Order On Page #9 -or-

          
    www.miracles-course.org         

          
          

    -or- (888)621-2556
I thoroughly

enjoyed listening to Rev. Larry

Bedini’s reading of *A Course

In Miracles – Original

Edition.* It brings deeper

sense and provides more

substance, to the

*Course*.

     Jon Mundy, Ph.D.,

Washingtonville, NY

– Publisher of

*Miracles*

magazine

39 Disks
Audio CD

Format

        H
aving done an

     audiobook myself, I know

    how hard it is to
 read a text crisply and

   clearly, yet also with some ‘oomph. Listening to Larry’s

  rendition of *ACIM*, I got the feeling that “here’s a guy who knows

 what he’s talking about.” The reading is authoritative without being bossy, and an

invaluable addition to the growing legacy of Miracles literature.

    D. Patrick Miller, Berkeley, CA – author of *A Little Book Of Forgiveness* and *Understanding ACIM* 

June 2009
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continued on page 13

. . .  continued from page 3

Question/Responses
print those words on the cover of a book we’re claiming 
is the Course. If we, as Course students, say “oh a few 
thousand mistakes don’t matter,” or simply deny they 
are there at all, what does that say to others about the 
Course we affirm is worthwhile, honest, and even “the 
words of Jesus?” It says “honesty doesn’t matter” and it 
says we aren’t to be trusted. 

It says we don’t understand integrity. 
If we claim as “original” that which is most certainly 

not, and if we claim as “virtually unchanged” that which is 
most certainly not, can we really expect anyone to believe 
anything else we might say about the material? 

The shortcomings with the Foundation for Inner 
Peace (FIP) version Bacon refers to in the epigraph above 
are matched in kind, if not entirely in degree, by the so-
called “Original Edition” (OE). This news comes as a 
great surprise to some, even to Tom Whitmore, or so he 
says. The similarity in kind is that in both versions the 
historical scribal manuscript on which both are based (the 
Hugh Lynn Cayce edition or HLC) is massively altered 
with many thousands of “interpretive” changes that in 
no way can be understood as “correcting errors.” 

Few outside of FIP devotees would claim that the FIP 
abridgment of 1975 is a faithful replication of the HLC on 
which we know it is based. For exactly the same reasons 
and some of the same kinds of differences, differences in 
emphasis, wording, punctuation and paragraph structure, 
the OE cannot be called a “faithful replication.” It is, 
like the FIP version, an entirely new version. The ques-
tion is whether or not the alterations introduced have 
merit, are authoritative, and improve the quality of the 
Course. Is the OE better than the HLC? Is it better than 
the Corrected HLC which it sought to displace? Of all 
the editions and versions of ACIM on the market, what 
might recommend the OE above all the others to the 
consumer? That is a meaningful question. continued on page 13

While many individual modifica-
tions in FIP or OE have little impact on 
meaning by themselves, when there are 
thousands of little impacts, it adds up to 
one enormous impact. But that would be 
a “minor problem” were the claim not 
made that those thousands of changes 
aren’t even there, a claim that is made 
by Whitmore for the OE. 

Tom has made a number of specific 
charges of dishonesty against me which 
would take far more than the 1,500 words 
Tony has graciously provided, for me to 
answer adequately. I’ve spent two days 
trying to shrink some 50 pages of re-
sponse to Tom’s  comments into four and 
I simply can’t do it and still say anything 
meaningful. I will thus make a few brief 
comments here and refer you to a more 

thorough discussion which I will post on the net. (URLs below)
Tom says I have not provided any examples, nor documented my 

descriptions of the OE. In fact there are many thousands of pages of docu-
mentation regarding the OE, Jesus’ Course In Miracles (JCIM), Blue Sparkly 
and Tom Fox’s “ACIM 1972” as well as my own Corrected HLC on my 
website since March of ‘07 and Tom was sent the most relevant of it years 
ago. I haven’t exactly been keeping it secret! In the Urtext Manuscripts ap-
pendix, of course my comments were limited by space limitations to very 
brief summaries of what I know from that documentation. I will consider 
adding examples, however. It actually didn’t occur to me that I was saying 
anything that wasn’t already “common knowledge.” 

In addition to that complete listing of all 7,971 changes the OE makes 
to the HLC, I offer some analysis, discussion and comparison with a great 
many specific examples. (URLs are listed at the end)

Tom says there are no changes in emphasis. At a guess I’d say there 
were roughly a thousand. I’d not be entirely surprised if the actual count 
ends up at 500 or 1500. Some pages have several emphasis changes, some 
pages have none. Tom has estimated the deviations in emphasis at zero, 
I’ve estimated them at a thousand. Check for yourself, see who is closer. 
I say there are about a thousand, Tom says there are none. Someone isn’t 
telling the truth.

Do changes in EMPHASIS matter?
DO changes in emphasis matter?
Do CHANGES in emphasis matter?
Do changes in emphasis MATTER?
When dealing with oral poetry, they matter a great deal.
Tom says there is only one change in paragraph counting. On page one 

alone, there are two. The three paragraphs which every other edition of 
the HLC, including the original manuscript, has in that section, become 
five paragraphs referenced in the OE. Again, I don’t know the precise total 
but at a guess it is over a hundred. Now these are not very important for 
a reader, but they are of huge importance for referencing because almost 
all ACIM reference systems count paragraphs and when you count them 
differently, your references don’t work on other editions. Inquiring minds 
might want to know why the paragraph designations where changed and 
how it is that Tom doesn’t even know they were changed?

Tom says that commas were adjusted to the Chicago Manual of Style. 
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Geoff Tischbein
Mary Biancuzzo
Mary Tansey
Sal Dossani
Paul Beavin
James Wordeman
Arthur Ladds

Dr. Philip Rothenberg
Rev. Chris Orrey
Rev. Alicia Albahae
George McCormick
Dolores Pieper
Neil Raffen
Earl Purdy
Chad Barr
Candace Kerber
Vivian Petrucci
Awilda Rosario
Rev. Kriss Siler
Jerry Taber
Beth Lopata
Robert Lester
Rose Mary Cheek
Joan Goss
Lee Harrigan
Richard Pope
Eileen Chan
Antoinette Atanasoff
Carol Maurer
JuneRose McCullouch
WALTER DAVIS -new
ALDEN HAWKES -new

These 97 people form the FINANCIAL backbone of the CMC – $5,262.67 / mo.
MARK FISHER -new
WIESLAW ROCKI -new
REV. DAVIDTHORNTON 
RICH LASPESA -new
REV. JUDY JUNGHANS
JOHN NASSTROM -new
RONALD PLASTER -new
CHARLES HUTCHINS -
SHARON RANDALL -new
GRACE NOUEL - new
JANET ALBRICH - new
WAYNE STILLS - new
EDWINA YOUNG - new
RICHIE NOLAN - new
PAUL NESS - new
JANE WAGNER - new
JANE PEERY - new
MICHAEL CARLUCCIO 
MINNA ESCOBAR - new
BLAIR MANSUR - new
GEORGANN FULLER -ne
NINA KAMWENE - new
MORGAN CAMPBELL-n
GINGER LARSON - new
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For a full list of all 260 A Course In Miracles
related products call for a complete bookstore list: (415) 621-2556.

Or – email us at: < miracles@earthlink.net >.
Or – go to our web site and order on-line from our secure web pages:

< www.miracles-course.org >.

Your One Stop ACIM Bookstore
A Course In Miracles is healing the minds and lives of thousands.

Your healing awaits you in these titles. All our items are at discounted prices!

For a complete catalog of ACIM products call us toll free at (888) 621-2556, or e-mail us at: 
miracles@earthlink.net. We’ll be happy to send you a complete list right away.

Miracles
 ➥ A Course In Miracles – Softcover... FIP 3rd edition – now contains Psychotherapy & Song of Prayer . $30.00 $24.95
 ➥ A Course In Miracles – Paperback... FIP 3rd edition – 5’’ by 8’’ with Psychotherapy & Song of Prayer . $20.00 $17.95
 ➥ The Story Of ACIM (I & II) – DVD Movie ... 2.25 hour documentary how ACIM came to be & interviews $43.00 $34.00
  A Course In Miracles - 59 Audio CDs ... all the material, professionally read and recorded . . . $170.00 $149.95

A Course in Miracles – Original Edition – Course In Miracles Society (CIMS) Editions (formerly JCIM)
 ➥ ACIM Original Edition 2nd Printing ... More durable hardcover with corrections. Complete 3 volumes . $35.00 $29.95
 ➥ ACIM Text 2nd Printing Pocket Edition ... Durable with corrections. From the version found at the ARE $12.95 $11.45
 ➥ ACIM Workbook/Manual 2nd Printing Pocket Edition ... Original, complete 2nd printing from UrText . $14.95 $12.95
 ➥ ACIM Original Edition Softcover ... The original edition from the ARE with Work. and Man. softcover . $30.00 $9.95
 ➥ ACIM Original Edition – Adobe Acrobat (.pdf) ... Digital file. Need email address. No shipping charge . $19.95 $17.95
  ACIM Orig. Ed. Audio CD – Complete 39 Disk Set ... Rev. Larry Bedini records. Whole Text, 46 hours . $159.95$149.95
  ACIM Orig. Ed. Audio CD – Installment #1 ... Rev. Larry Bedini records. 6 disk set. Chapter 1–6 . $29.95 $26.95
  ACIM Orig. Ed. Audio CD – Installment #2 ... Rev. Larry Bedini records. 6 disk set. Chapter 6–10 . $29.95 $26.95
  ACIM Orig. Ed. Audio CD – Installment #3 ... Rev. Larry Bedini records. 6 disk set. Chapter 10–15 . $29.95 $26.95
  ACIM Orig. Ed. Audio CD – Installment #4 ... Rev. Larry Bedini records. 6 disk set. Chapter 15–19 . $29.95 $26.95
  ACIM Orig. Ed. Audio CD – Installment #5 ... Rev. Larry Bedini records. 6 disk set. Chapter 19–25 . $29.95 $26.95
  ACIM Orig. Ed. Audio CD – Installment #6 ... Rev. Larry Bedini records. 9 disk set. Chapter 25–31 . $29.95 $26.95

A Course in Miracles – Urtext Manuscripts – Miracles In Action Press
 ➥ ACIM Urtext Manuscripts Complete Seven Volume Combined Edition ... read the 60,000 missing words $47.00 $38.95

Rev. Tony Ponticello
 ➥ After Enlightenment ... 16 of Rev. Tony’s humorous, thought provoking, enlightening articles  NEW RELEASE $14.95
 ➥ Lectures 9A ... What Is Blessing? Abundance? Grandeur (03.01.09), Spiritual Stimulus (03.15.09) CD . $10.95 $9.95
  Lectures 8A ... Pope John Paul II, (4.10.05), Grievances - The Shiver Of Guilt (3.14.04) Audio CD . $11.00 $8.95
  Lectures 8B ... Up On The Roof (11.20.05), Life, Death And “... A Wall Of Flesh” (08.07.05) Audio CD $11.00 $8.95
  Lectures 8C ... The Importance Of A Human Jesus (06.11.06), Levels Of Mind (08.06.06) Audio CD . $12.00 $10.95
  Lectures 8D ... The Love Remains (05.14.06), Forgiveness Through The Decades (06.18.06) Audio CD . $12.00 $10.95
   Articles On ACIM - Vol.#1 ... 8 of Rev. Tony Ponticello’s inspiring articles, perfect for study group use . $3.50 $2.95
 Articles On ACIM - Vol.#2 ... 7 of Rev. Tony Ponticello’s articles, Course teachings with humor . . $3.50 $2.95
  The Four Levels of Fear ... Tony’s latest compilation, 7 thought provoking and humorous essays  . $4.50 $3.95
 ➥ The Course Thought System (Set of Six) ... 6 assorted color plaques, summary of Course thought system $25.95 $21.95
  The Course Thought System (Beige) ... laminated 8 1/2 by 11 plaque summary of Course thought system $4.95 $3.95
  The Course Thought System (Rose) ... laminated 8 1/2 by 11 plaque summary of Course thought system. $4.95 $3.95
  The Course Thought System (Blue) ... laminated 8 1/2 by 11 plaque summary of Course thought system . $4.95 $3.95
  40 Day Miracle Of Abundance Plan … 2004 updated journal and plan. Complete instructions & contract $5.50 $4.50

Marianne Williamson
 A Return To Love, Reflections On ACIM ... her 1st book, large quality paperback, profound & practical . $14.00 $9.95
 A Woman’s Worth  … the new age of women, embracing of real feminine spirituality. Be the Goddess. . $12.95 $9.95
  Illuminata … thoughts, prayers and rites of passage. Prayers to heal the world. Now in paperback. .  $13.00 $8.95
  Emma and Mommy Talk To God … (See Children’s Books category.)   
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Only for Sup. Mem.

Please be sure to enclose payment: check, money order or credit 
card information below. Our “Supporting Members” receive a 10% 
discount.  We’d love to count you among us! (call for information)

exp. date (month/year)

authorization signature

name, address and phone number(s) of person ordering

M.C.Visa Toll free (888) 621-2556

day (_____) _____–_______%

Miracles Monthly

Community Miracles Center
2269 Market Street

San Francisco, CA 94114
voice phone (415) 621-2556  

Checks Payable To:
Community Miracles Center (C.M.C.)

*Shipping &
Handling
(double for
foreign)
Add $1
for each
 additional
 $50 after
 $200.

qty. | item, title & author                                                                                            | unit price         | total price
Please fill out carefully and check your math. 

email address: _______________________________________________

The C.M.C.
Bookstore Order Form

FAX!
(415) 255-9322

FAX!
(415) 255-9322

Write the title and author of the items 
desired below, along with quantity 
and prices.  Mail the order to us or 
FAX it for even faster service.

AmEx

for credit payment please enter card number

AmEx 
does
not 
use 
this
last 
box.

night (_____) _____–_______

No shipping charge on eBooks BUT we will need a valid email address.

 0.00 to 15.00 . $2.50
 15.01 to 30.00 . $3.50
 30.01 to 50.00 . $4.50
 50.01 to  80.00 . $6.00
 80.01 to 110.00 . $7.50
 110.01 to 160.00 . $9.00
 160.01 to 200.00 . $10.00

sub total #1

10% Supporting Member 
Discount

9.5% tax (CA only)

shipping & handling*

sub total #3

Donation to C.M.C. ➥ 
(tax deductible)

Grand Total

sub total #2

“Thank You !”%

shipping address (only if different  from above)



New Products at the CMC Bookstore

The Lives Of
Helen Schucman &

William Thetford
Neal Vahle

"This is the story of how two un-
likely persons, both Ph.D. research 
psychologists at Colombia Univer-
sity, produced a channeled spiritual 
teaching which was unlike any of 
the professional psychological work 
upon which they built their academic 

careers. Neither of them felt completely comfortable with their 
role, and neither fully understood how it was that they became 
engaged in this unlikely endeavor." From the Preface

(reg. $19.95) CMC Price: $16.95

ACIM Original Edition
Complete 2nd Printing
Jesus / Helen Schucman

This is a new 2nd printing of the 
Original Edition, the complete 
three volume set. It contains the 
complete and unabridged language 
of the corrected 2nd printing of the 
Original Edition of A Course in 
Miracles. The Text is taken from 
the earlier edit of the Course found 

in the Association for Research and Enlightenment (A.R.E.) 
library. It is printed on durable paper, nicely glued, and has a 
hard laminated cover that resists spots and staining.

(reg. $35.00) CMC Price: $29.95

Course 
Chant

Thomas Dunn

Course Chant is 
a compilation re-
cording of two live 
chanting events in 
St. Louis, MO us-
ing original musical 
compositions based 
on words from A 

Course In Miracles. The album also features one ancient San-
skrit chant, "Shri Ram", and one chant composed by acclaimed 
spiritual artist and composer, Michael Stillwater

(reg. $15.00) CMC Price: $11.95

ACIM Text Orig. Edit.
2nd Print. Pocket Edit.
Jesus / Helen Schucman

This is a new 2nd printing of the 
Original Edition Text, but in the 
"Pocket Edition" size, only 5" by 8". It 
contains the complete and unabridged 
language of the corrected 2nd printing 
of the Original Edition of A Course in 
Miracles. It comes from the earlier edit 
of the Course found in the Association 

for Research and Enlightenment (A.R.E.) library. It is printed 
on durable paper, nicely glued, and has a soft laminated cover 
that resists spots and staining.

(reg. $14.95) CMC Price: $12.95

Urtext Manuscripts
Complete Seven Volume 

Combined Edition

The earliest known scribal editing 
of the original channeled dictation 
by Jesus. ACIM Urtext Manu-
scripts has about 60,000 words 
more than the Foundation for In-
ner Peace editions which are based 
on later and also heavily edited 
manuscripts. Includes thousands 

of footnotes indicating variant readings between versions, 
suspected copying mistakes, ambiguities or uncertainties in 
the manuscript, and handwritten manuscript changes

(reg. $47.00) CMC Price: $38.95

There Must Be
Another Way

Ray Comeau, Ph.D.

This collection of twenty essays, 
based on deeply-felt, personal experi-
ences of reading the Workbook and 
the Text of A Course In Miracles, 
demonstrates the transformation 
from the limited, conceptual, egoic 
self-identity to the limitless Self cre-
ated by God, seeing with the vision 

of Christ. This transformation is simply a shift from one state 
of mind to another, from the self-identity state to the state 
of mind of the Self.

(reg. $18.49) CMC Price: $15.95
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  Enchanted Love ... The mystical power of intimate relationships, the romantic enchantment realm (sft.c.) $14.00 $9.95
  Everyday Grace ... Having hope, finding forgiveness and making miracles. New in Softcover (soft c.) . $13.00 $9.95
  The Gift Of Change... (Drastic Discount) Change is a challenge to become who we really are. (hd.c.) . $21.95 $13.95
 ➥ The Age Of Miracles – Embracing The New Midlife ... a spiritual reframing of “middle age” (hd.c.) . $22.95 $14.95

Jon Mundy Ph.D.
  Awaken To Your Own Call, Exploring ACIM ... Jon’s overview of the Course: love & forgiveness . $18.95 $15.95
  Listening To Your Inner Guide ... Jon Mundy’s second book about how to hear the Holy Spirit’s Voice . $23.00 $16.95
  The Ten Laws of Happiness ... Jon’s third, based on the Manual’s 10 characteristics of a Teacher of God . $13.99 $6.95
  Missouri Mystic ... A biography of his spiritual quest, Course teaching, from Missouri to Manhattan . $19.99 $9.95
 ➥ What is Mysticism? ... What is mysticism? Why is it compelling and why do we respond so deeply. . $29.99 $22.95

The Circle of Atonement (Robert Perry, Allen Watson Greg Mackie)  (If no author listed book is by Robert Perry)
 An Introduction To ACIM ... this thorough booklet is perfect for those curious about the Course . . $3.00 $2.25
 ➥ [REVISED] Guidance ... Robert Perry: overall perspective of guidance and its place on the spiritual path $7.00 $5.95
 ➥ [REVISED] The Journey Home ... Allen Watson: sequential description of our spiritual from fear to love $8.50 $6.95
 ➥ [REVISED] Everything You Always Wanted To Know About Judgment (Both) relinquishing this “sword” $8.00 $6.95
  The Certainty of Salvation ... Allen Watson and Robert Perry, based on their successful workshop . $5.00 $4.25
 Seeing the Bible Differently ... Allen Watson’s reinterpretation of the Bible through Course understanding $6.00 $4.95
 ➥ [REVISED] Relationships As A Spiritual Journey ... Robert’s comprehensive look at relationships / holy $11.00 $7.95
  The Answer Is A Miracle ... Robert and Allen: The promise is “miracles” but what are they exactly . $7.00 $3.50
  Let Me Remember You: God In ACIM ... Robert and Allen: regaining a sense of God’s relevance in life . $10.00 $8.95
  Bringing The Course To Life ... Robert and Allen: How to unlock the meaning of the Course for yourself $12.00 $8.95
 ➥ [REVISED] Reality & Illusion ... Robert organizes the Course’s metaphysics into a coherent picture . $11.00 $7.95
 ➥ How Can We Forgive Murderers? ... by Greg Mackie “And Other Answers to Questions about ACIM” . $15.00 $9.95
  Path Of Light ... Robert shares that the Course is not a teaching to be learned but a path to be traveled . $16.95 $11.95
  One Course Two Visions ... comparison of the teachings of the Circle of Atonement and Kem Wapnick . $15.95 $7.95
  [REVISED] Glossary Of Terms ... nearly 200 definitions to help you take an active role in your study . $12.95 $6.95
  [REVISED] Workbook Companion Vol. I (1-180) ... Allen Watson and Robert Perry, help with lessons . $24.95 $17.95
  [REVISED] Workbook Companion Vol. II (181-365) ... Allen Watson & Robert Perry, help with lessons . $24.95 $17.95
  Return To The Heart Of God ... Subtitle: The Practical Philosophy Of ACIM. Illuminating “gand tour” . $21.95 $9.95

Brent Haskell
  Journey Beyond Words ... Companion to the Workbook, to help our practice, new channeling to help . $23.95 $16.95
  The Other Voice ... Companion to the Text, chapters 1-15. A new channeling to help clarify the Text  . $23.95 $16.95
  Journey Beyond Words Audio Book ... 50 mp3 files on 2 CDs. Unabridged and read by Kellie Love . $24.95 $21.95
  The Other Voice Audio Book ... 52 mp3 files on 2 CDs. Unabridged and read by Kellie Love . . $24.95 $21.95

Endeavor Academy / ACIM International
  How Simple The Solution: Discourses With Master Teacher ... everything you do will become a parable $18.95 $15.95
  Illumination: Discourses With Master Teacher ... ACIM & Christianity, the search for the Holy Grail . $18.95 $15.95
  ACIM Unleashed DVD Movie ... Direct Encounter with Jesus, Evolution and Enlightenment for Humans $19.95 $17.95

D. Patrick Miller
  The Book Of Practical Faith ... a more practical way to deal with life than cynicism or toughness . $12.00 $9.95
 ➥ Understanding ACIM ... the history, message, and legacy of a spiritual path, foreword by Iyanla Vanzant $15.95 $10.25

Gary Renard
 ➥ Your Immortal Reality (paperback) ... Subtitle: How To Break The Cycle Of Birth & Death . . $14.95 $9.95
  The Disappearance Of The Universe ... 17 talks, 2 ascended masters, religion, sex, politics & forgiveness $19.95 $12.95
  The Disappearance Of The Universe – 6 CD Audio ... 17 talks, 2 masters, the miracle of forgiveness . $23.95 $15.95
 ➥ La Desaparicón Del Universo ... ilusiones, vidas pasadas, religión, sexo y milagros. . . . $18.95 $13.95
 ➥ Spoken Miracles ... by Martha Lucia Espinosa, a companion to The Disappearance Of The Universe . $9.95 $8.95

David Hoffmeister
 ➥ Awakening Through ACIM ... For those who hope that Enlightenment in this lifetime is possible . . $17.95 $15.95
 ➥ Healing In Mind ... clarification of the Course metaphors and want to go past common blocks . . $17.95 $15.95

Other Books
 The Voice For Love ... DavidPaul & Candace Doyle, Accessing Your Inner Wisdom To Fulfill Your ... . $14.95 $12.95
 ACIM Study Guide ... Merry Lynn Noble, Ph.D., 52 week, one year companion to your study of ACIM . $35.00 $29.00
  Spoken Miracles ... Martha Lucia Espinosa, a companion to The Disappearance Of The Universe . $9.95 $8.95
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  Take Me To Truth ... Nouk Sanchez and Tomas Vieira, undoing the ego, a reperception of relationships . $19.95 $13.49
  The Mentor Within – Let Your Self Be Seen ... Mary Gerard, experience freedom, recognize your Self . $17.95 $7.95
 ➥ The Holy Spirit’s Interpretation Of The New Testament – Understanding Acceptance Regina D. Akers . $36.00 $22.95
 ➥ Applying AA Experience To ACIM – A Proposal – Anonymous, structure of AA as a blueprint for ACIM  $20.00 $17.95
 ➥ Gorgeous For God – Lisa Natoli, “... a 3-word constant reminder of my ultimate purpose in the world.” . $19.95 $17.50
 ➥ Simply Being – Pamela Silberman, “... 52 week program inspired by the ACIM material, insight prompts $29.95 23.95
 ➥ The Book On ... and Jesus Answers – Joel Wright, Jesus through Joel answers every subject imaginable . $17.95 7.95
 ➥ The Mask, The Mirror, And The Illusions – Julie Hutslar, a voice of clarity resounds above the chaos . $15.00 12.95
 ➥ The Lives Of Helen Schucman & WIlliam Thetford – Neal Vahle, well researched and interesting . . $19.95 16.95

Steven Halpern & Beverly Hutchinson Audios (poetic readings to music)
 You Are Entitled To Miracles ... short inspirational gems lift the mind from darkness, 1st of series (CD) . $10.00 $8.95
 The Forgotten Song  ... longer poetic passages, striking imagery, book references help you follow (CD) . $10.00 $8.95
 The Holy Instant ... gentle guided meditations/exercises for releasing blocks, focus on forgiveness (CD). $10.00 $8.95
 The Ark Of Peace ... passages on giving, helping, joining and love of self, make true relationships (CD) . $10.00 $8.95
 The Invitation To Healing ... contains the Course’s most powerful healing passages, inspirational (CD) . $10.00 $8.95
 Looking Within ... quotes from the Course for us to repeat as affirmations (CD) . . . . $10.00 $8.95
 ➥ A Touch Of Heaven ... beloved lessons from the Workbook set to tranquil soothing music (CD) . . $10.00 $8.95

Serenity – Rob Whitesides-Woo & Leigh-Taylor Young Audios (poetic readings to music)
 ➥ Serenity Through ACIM (CD) ... moving short verses with music that soars, beautiful and uplifting . $15.00 $13.00
 ➥ Serenity Through Forgiveness (CD) ... longer ACIM passages with music that focus on forgiveness . $15.00 $13.00
 ➥ Serenity Through Unconditional Love (CD) ... longer ACIM passages with music, focus on love . . $15.00 $13.00

Scott Kalechstein Tapes & CDs
  The Eyes Of God ... Scott’s musical legacy matures.  Soothing chants with chorus (CD) . . . $20.00 $15.95
  Midwives of the Light ... heartfelt songs of personal and planetary transformation (CD) . . . $20.00 $15.95
  Levitational Pull ... Scott’s latest takes his humorous side to new heights, wonderful (CD) . . . $20.00 $15.95
  Let There Be Light ... 2 CDs, the Mellow CD and the Upbeat CD, a compilation of early music (CD) . $40.00 $31.95
   Love Songs ... 11 songs for the hearts awakening (CD) . . . . . . . . $20.00 $15.95
  Maps For The New World ... Joy abounds! Whistle and sing while you work and awaken. 15 songs (CD) $20.00 $15.95
 ➥ Something New ... Masterful collaboration, Scott’s vocals moving from: jazz, pop, samba and swing) . $20.00 $15.95
 ➥ Putting The Pieces Together ... Fun, happy songs. Lyrics that playfully convey self-esteem for kids . $20.00 $15.95

Donna Marie Cary CDs (now available again after being unavailable for several years)
 ➥ Wake-Up ... Donna’s first collection, powerful country sound with inspirational lyrics. Incudes title track  $10.00 $8.95
 ➥ Home Sweet Home ... Donna’s next collection, contains with more thought provoking and heartfelt lyrics  $10.00 $8.95
 ➥ Real Love ... a progression in Donna’ sound, richer arrangements expanding from the country sound .  $15.00 $12.95
 ➥ No Solid Ground ... Donna’s most mature sound, diverse songs designed to move, inspire and entertain .  $15.00 $12.95

Other Products
 ➥ Course Chant ... Thomas Dunn, original live chants bases on words from ACIM, vocal with guitar . $15.00 $11.95
 Dream Images  ... by Shardad Rohani. new-age and classical blend, piano and evocative harmonies (CD) $15.00 $12.95
 Let Me Remember ... by Oman & Shanti. verses from the Course sung to beautiful music, popular (CD) . $16.00 $14.50

Gifts
 Wisdom From ACIM ... 200 Saying From ACIM printed on small cards. Great for study groups . . $15.00 $12.95
  ACIM Perpetual Flip Calendar ... displays date and corresponding lesson of the day, use year after year $15.00 $12.95
 ➥ Holy Relationship Cards ... 150 full color cards, beautiful images, quotes from ACIM on relationships   . $24.99 $19.95
 ➥ Miracles Cards ... 150 full color cards, beautiful images, everyone’s favorite quotes from ACIM . . $24.99 $19.95

Spanish            
 Un Curso De Milagros ... the official Spanish version of the Course . . . . . . $36.50 $32.95
German
  Ein Kurs In Wundern ... the official German version of the Course . . . . . . $62.00 $58.95
Portuguese
  Um Curso Em Milagres ... the official Portuguese Course . . . . . . . $62.00 $58.95
Chinese            
 Chinese edition of A Course in Miracles ... The official translated version . . . . . $36.50 $11.50
Russian            
 Russian edition of A Course in Miracles ... The official translated version . . . . . $36.50 $11.50
Dutch            
 ➥ Een Cursus In Wonderen ... the official Dutch version of the Course . . . . . . $62.00 $58.95
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Question/Responses

Healing Bodywork
24 years of full time

professional experience.

% (415)739-0938
Dusa  Althea

Rammessirsingh B.A.,  C.M.T.

dusaalthea@earthlink.net

continued on page 15

Aside from whether or not any work of poetry, be it is 
Shakespeare, Frost or Jesus, is appropriately judged ‘in 
error’ according to the style conventions designed for 
academic prose, many comma adjustments do not at all 
reflect the conventions of the Chicago Manual of Style. 
(There is a lot more about this which I have to say.)

Sometimes the impact of fiddling with commas is 
considerable, as in the following example from the OE 
p. 669. In the HLC manuscript it stands thus: 

“Christ is within a frame of holiness whose only 
purpose is that He may be made manifest to those who 
know Him not, that He may call to them to come to 
Him.…” 

OE moves the comma just by one word, such that 
the sentence becomes:

 “Christ is within a frame of holiness whose only 
purpose is that He may be made manifest to those who 
know Him, not that He may call to them to come to 
Him.…” 

Tom writes: “Another instance of change in tense 
that comes to mind is in 27:42, where the sentence in 
the HLC manuscript contains the sentence ‘For if it 
were, there were no need for healing then’ is changed 
to, ‘For if it were, there’d be no need for healing then.’ 
The need for change in tense is obvious. We chose to 
use the contraction to preserve the iambic rhythm of 
the sentence.”

That’s not an “obvious” tense error. It’s not a tense 
error at all. That is the subjunctive mood, a very com-
mon poetic and rhetorical device. This illustrates why 
great care must be taken in judging errors. Just because 
the language is being used in a different way than we 
are accustomed to use it doesn’t necessarily mean it is 
an inadvertent scribal error!

When preparing the Corrected HLC the first thing 
we did was proofread to identify every deviation between 
the JCIM text and the HLC manuscript. We found 
some 500. When we thought there was an error in the 
manuscript, we made a note and prepared a list which 
was widely circulated (including to Tom) for comment 
(Tom never offered a comment). We also took that list to 
a professional grammarian. Our list shrank very rapidly 
as we learned that a lot of ‘tense’ problems were in fact 
“subjunctive mood” and lot of unconventional phrases 
were in no way grammatically incorrect. Robert Perry 
was my chief editorial consultant. I made no change if 
I couldn’t persuade him it was justified. As the list of 
suspected errors in the HLC kept shrinking I came to 
have a new respect for the elegant intelligence of the 
composition and increasing dismay at the way Helen 
herself ended up changing many things which she ap-
parently thought of as mistakes but which were really 
not mistakes.

As Jesus told Helen, apparent contradictions in the 
Course can be either scribal error or misunderstanding 
by the reader. Before one can conclude that Jesus’ words 
or punctuation is not exactly what he intended, one has 

to exclude the possibility that the problem is in one’s own understanding. 
That is a key component of scholarship: consultation.

Deborah and I spent thousands of hours proofing. We wanted it to 
be right. Our rule was simple, without conclusive evidence that there is 
REALLY an error, which the Scribes, had they noticed what we are noticing, 
would have fixed, and without a agreement among those of us working on 
it that it was really an error, we didn’t change it. We might footnote it and 
comment on it, but unless it could be proven to be an error, it remained 
unchanged. In the end we required proof beyond any shadow of a doubt 
that something was a genuine inadvertent error before we’d change it. 
The approach with the OE appears to have been quite the opposite, that 
anything that anyone even slightly suspected was altered. According to 
Tom’s report, he doesn’t even know about a great many of the changes that 
were made. Rather obviously whoever made them didn’t consult Tom and 
didn’t generate a list of proposed changes for discussion before actually 
making the changes. The result is that a huge number of things which are 
in no way “errors” were changed. Not only is the reader not told of this, 
apparently Tom was not told of this.

The results speak for themselves. I invite a comparison of the relative 
merits of these two editions. If you don’t want footnotes, well strip them 
or ignore them. The OE wins on binding and typesetting. If you are going 
to judge a book by its cover, then the OE wins. On every other count the 
Corrected HLC has earned its rave reviews and is the definitive print publica-
tion of the HLC. It is a bit better than the JCIM because it has 500 fewer 
mistakes. It is, well, accurate, honest, reliable and authentic to the histori-
cal scribal manuscript it purports, honestly, to reproduce. It is so because 
the methodology applied in its creation was sound and consistently and 
rigorously applied. And in its second edition it required almost no changes 
to anything other than footnotes and the Foreword which reflect what we 
learned about the HLC while working on the Urtext and the Notes.

I don’t dispute that those responsible for the OE sincerely intended to 
produce something really good. I won’t even dispute that they did the best 
they knew how. I will dispute that they achieved what they intended, and it’s 
clear they had no idea HOW such an intent could actually be achieved.

By their fruits ye shall know them and they shall know themselves.
In closing let me say that I’m a bit surprised this is all coming out now. 

Thirty months ago I prepared a series of documents and put them on my 
website relating to all these matters, at the time the OE was first printed. 
After the Corrected HLC was finished, I went on to work on the Urtext. 
The Corrected HLC is done and to date no one has pointed out any errors. 
Anyone interested in a genuinely accurate print edition of the HLC can 
get one. The new Second Edition renamed “Annotated HLC” should be 
in print shortly. 

I also want to say that while the HLC is an important and interesting 
document, the Urtext and the Notes are far more interesting and impor-
tant. This is all a bit like “déjà vu” for me. This is what I was working 
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Question/Responses
on three years ago. The HLC is light years away from 
being “original” in the sense of “first” and it is that “first 
manuscript” and genuinely original form which I find 
most interesting.

The Eclectic Critical Edition of ACIM is what we 
need to be shooting for and we won’t get it in a credible, 
honest, reliable and accurate form if we don’t apply the 
tools of textual scholarship. A sound methodology is 
essential and it must be applied with rigour, integrity, 
openness, candour and honesty. But if we DO do that, 
then ACIM can emerge from the shadows of all the wish-
ful thinking and good intentions ineptly administered 
through most of its history which have left us with a 
long series of versions and editions which claim vastly 
more than they deliver.

I also take phone calls between 10 and noon Eastern 
time at (519)780-0922 or on Skype, my Skype VOIP 
ID is “dthomp74.”

For further information and full documentation 
(which should be updated, it’s over two years old, but it 
is still there) see these URLs:

Top menu for HLC versions comparison: (this menu leads to 
all the rest of the documentation)
http://www.miraclesinactionpress.com/dthomp74/2007/
REVIEW/GUIDETOP.htm

For a comparison of the four HLC editions with four column 

Y

side by side examples:
http://www.miraclesinactionpress.com/dthomp74/2007/REVIEW/4colE.pdf

For the comparison of the OE with the actual HLC manuscript showing all 7,971 
differences:
http://www.miraclesinactionpress.com/dthomp74/2007/REVIEW/OE-T_v_
source.pdf

For a pdf copy of the OE Text volume so you can double check if you doubt the 
accuracy of the above:
http://www.miraclesinactionpress.com/dthomp74/2007/REVIEW/OE-T2007.
pdf

For the actual HLC transcript (replica) used to compare all the HLC editions:
http://www.miraclesinactionpress.com/dthomp74/2007/REVIEW/replica15.pdf

For the facsimile (image file) of the HLC manuscript (so you can check if you doubt 
the accuracy of the transcript replica)
http://www.miraclesinactionpress.com/dthomp74/2007/TEXT/images/
HLCcropped8prt.pdf

If you wish to ask questions by email, my email is <dthomp74@hotmail.com>.

If you wish to discuss this topic in public, I’ll open one mailing list to the topic. 
Feel free to join the list and offer your observations, comments or questions:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Just_JCIM/

 Doug Thompson
 July 25, 2009

The CMC has played a vital role in allowing a dialogue about important issues in 
the ACIM community since 1987. A Supporting Member pledge form is on page 5. 
The payment of a first month’s pledge must occur to have your benefits turned on.
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“As you share my inability to tolerate 
lack of love in yourself and others, 
you must join the Great Crusade 
to correct it. The slogan for the 
Crusade is Listen, learn and do : 
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error, and do something to correct 
it.” (Tx.Or.Ed.1.31) 
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For a limited time we are 
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